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Monica Nelson
talks to innovative
designer Tony Davis

A

t the dawn of the
new Millennium,
just as Apple
was undergoing
one of the most
successful corporate rebrands
of all time, Oxfordshire artist
and designer Tony Davis quit
his job with the company.

If he had kept this rather cushy
role developing creative tools for
Apple technology, he would be
sitting on a very tidy sum right now.
Instead, he sits in a modest studio
in the garden of his Stonesfield
cottage, the walls and shelves of
which are crammed with his own
artworks, products and inventions.
As he sips a cappuccino from
one of the iconic Penguin book
mugs he designed, the 54-year-old
has no regrets about his career
decision.
“Apple was my last proper
job,” he explained. “I was one of
their project product evangelists
right on the cusp of Apple being
rebranded. It was the best job in
the world — company car, share
options. If I had stayed I would be
independently wealthy. But I had
to go. It is not that it has not
been difficult, but I have been
able to do so many things.”
It is not so much the volume
of his creative work that is
remarkable, but the variety.
Among too many things
to mention, he has produced a
series of OS maps of literary
places, invented and created board
games, designed
and produced
beautiful and quirky
ceramic tiles including
a range inspired by
the London tube map
— the fact he was a ceramics
novice when he embarked
on this project did not stand
in his way. “I am a fast
learner”, he shrugged.
He has also
created a series of
installations with tiny
figurines, composed
poetry inspired by his
own photography and is
artist-in-residence for the
Oxford University
Hospitals NHS Trust, working
on a photographic study of the
hands of hospital staff.
Despite spending much of
his time working alone in his
studio, Tony is very sociable and
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loves to talk about his work. This is one of the
reasons he is looking forward to the Artweeks
exhibition at Heyford House in Lower Heyford
in May, where he will be exhibiting some of his
work with fellow members of the art group,
Art More Lovely.
Tony is full of ideas and if he thinks he
is onto a good one, he won’t let red tape or
corporate apathy stand in his way. Even if, as
with the OS maps project, it takes more than a
decade to get his way.
He is a bit like a popcorn machine without
the lid on — ideas shooting out in all directions.
While he seems content to lay successful
projects to rest without exploiting them
financially forever, he refuses to give up on the
stubborn kernels which have not popped. He
spends far more time talking about the ideas
which have not worked out (yet) than his many
success stories.
He blames poor timing for the failure of his
home interior ceramic Scrabble tiles project
and envisages this taking off at some point
eventually.
Another latent project inspired by Scrabble
is a board game called Kibodo, which means
‘keyboard’ in Japanese.
It uses computer keyboard keys for the
letters and incorporates special keys like ‘shift’
to enable a player to rearrange tiles to make
new words and ‘caps lock’ which lock a word to
prevent other players from stealing or moving
your words.
Toy company Hasbro thought it was such a
good idea/threat they bought a share option,
essentially paying Tony $100,000 not to make
it. Hasbro’s licence has now expired leaving
Tony free to hit the ‘Return’ button on this
project, so watch this space (bar).
He has invented another board game based
on Scrabble which has just gone on sale in the
US. It is called Elemensus and uses letters and
phonemes from the periodic table so players
get to learn a spot of chemistry while they play.
His latest project involves altering and
amending Ordnance Survey maps to create
maps of famous literary places such as Robert
Louis Stevenson’s Treasure Island and Thomas
Hardy’s Christminster, the city based on Oxford
in Jude the Obscure.
Rather than simply creating an OS map of
the literary lands as depicted in the novels,
Tony takes these places into an imaginary
future and explores how they might look now.
One of his little touches on the Treasure Island
map is to transform the deciduous tree symbols
used to depict woodland in OS maps into little
palm trees.
The painstaking technical process of altering
the various layers of the OS maps was the easy
part compared to what he went through to get
permission from the notoriously protective
Government mapping agency based in
Southampton.
It took about 12 years of patience and
persistence to get to the point where he was
granted a licence to use and alter the maps.
“When I first started out one of the things
I thought about was OS maps,” said Tony. “I
thought it would be fantastic to do something
with those maps. I have always been interested
in maps, especially old maps of Roman Britain.
I think people have a sense of place where they
come from, where they lived, fell in love, got
drunk.

“The reason why OS is successful is not
because they have mapped the whole of the
UK but because they have provided evidence
of place more than any other country in the
world. You cannot find anywhere else that’s
mapped in this way. I wanted to do it poetically.
I wanted to explore language and places too.
“Because I read, I have an imagination.
Where is the Mill on the Floss? What does
landscape feel like? I thought, ‘What if you
could do a game using flash cards for symbols?’
I went to Southampton and suggested I make a
card game for children.
“The answer was a firm ‘No, these are our
Crown Jewels’. I thought, ‘Yes, they are your
Crown Jewels and you are not doing anything
with them’.”
After many conversations with the agency
and grapples with “the most complex licensing
agreements” Tony had ever seen, he now has
a series of literary OS maps to exhibit during
Artweeks.
One of his most successful projects to date
is a range of mugs, pencils and deck-chairs
featuring the original Penguin book covers.
He came up with the idea of using the
brand in this way, got on the phone to Penguin,
persuaded them to have a meeting and in 2002
was granted a licence. Then he watched his
Penguin products sell. In their millions.
Penguin soon realised it was missing a trick

and later increased its cut in the sales before
eventually bringing the project in-house.
Much of his work draws on literature,
including a board game called Bookchase, which
he launched at the Hay Festival in 2007.
It is based on Trivial Pursuit but instead of
collecting pies, players collect tiny books to put
on miniature shelves. The game box is designed
to look like a giant book and the spin-off
potential for fans of specific authors is endless.
“It is full of ridiculous questions,” Tony
explained. “Some questions do not have a right
answer. Some questions have more than one
right answer. You could play it with children
who cannot even read. I sold 20,000 copies of
the game. To a company like Hasbro, that is a
failure. To me that’s £200,000 of value.”
As an artist with a technology background,
one of his techniques involves creating
paintings using high-end digital retouching
technology.
One example of this technique is a large
digitally retouched version of an early ‘selfie’
the actor and presenter Stephen Fry sent to
Tony from his mobile phone in 1995 during his
disappearance while suffering from depression
and contemplating suicide. It is a striking piece
— the vibrant colours on the canvas contrasting
starkly with Fry’s haunted expression.
The painting hangs proudly in the home he
shares with partner and fellow artist Genny
Early, also a member of Art More Lovely, and
her two sons, Paddy, 15, and Christopher, 11.
Tony also has three children from a former
marriage — Joe, 29, Hattie, 25 and Noah, 17.
While he has needed a business head to
make a living and support his family over the
last 15 years, he clearly counts the enjoyment
he has brought to people through his games
and inventions as part of his pay package.
LE
r Art More Lovely, a group of nine artists including
Tony Davis, will be exhibiting at Heyford House,
Lower Heyford, on May 2-4 and 9-10, from noon
until 6pm. The exhibition will include original work,
including digital art, drawing, furniture, new media,
painting, photography, printmaking and wood.
www.artmorelovely.co.uk
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